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INTEGRATION OF THE HIGHWAY AND LANDFORM


The use of classical elements in roadway furniture creates historical interest.


Earth blocks scattered randomly throughout the median strip offer textural interest


Small scale farm sculptures can be used to enhance roadside rest areas.

Rainer, Roland (1953). "Space and the Modern Highway". Landscape. 2,3:2-7


Small scale sculpted block forms are used to define areas or act as signage.
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION

This project was designed, composed and typed using computer generated images. All graphic images were scanned using a bit-mapped optical scanner. The following products were used:

Hardware: Apple Macintosh SE
           Apple Laserprinter Plus
           Thunderscan Optical Digitizer

Software:

Word Processing: Word 3.01
                Microsoft Corporation
Page Layout: Pagemaker 2.0a
            Aldus Corporation
Paint Program: Superpaint
              Silicon Beach
3-D Programs: Mac3D 2.1
            Challenger Software
            Pro3D
            Enabling Technologies

Typeface: Helvetica Medium